The paper examines the regulatory compliances of the trading rules and regulations of the Stock Exchanges by trading members while serving its clients in the securities market in India. The paper opted for a case study approach to study the unauthorised trading practices of trading members on Indian Stock Exchange system and identified the nature and complexity of securities market's misuses and abuses. The paper identifies how trading members are violating and avoiding the compliances of trading regulations of the Stock Exchange. The paper provides empirical evidences and insights how the trading members were indulging in unauthorised trades and recovering the losses on account of unauthorised trades from the respective clients. The paper finds that these practices are not only violation of trading rules of the Stock Exchange but also unfair and unethical trading practices. The limitation in a case study approach, the research findings and results may lack generalizability. Hence, researchers are encouraged to study results in other countries. This paper provides inputs for the development of appropriate regulatory framework for prevention of unauthorised trading in Indian securities market, curtails capital market abuses and enables the investor protection. The findings and results provide critical perspectives on regulatory challenges and encourage the regulatory authorities to issue relevant guidelines to stock brokers to prevent executing unauthorised trades for clients. These guidelines will certainly prevent the menace of unauthorised trades and curtail capital market abuses and enhance investor protection.
Introduction
This case is a reference matter for the arbitration which was referred under the rules, bye laws and regulations of the Stock Exchange. This is an appeal matter proceeding is the settlement agreement signed by the parties. Applicant was invited for conciliation but was handed a punishment, unheard and without being afforded an opportunity to defend itself before a competent forum following the due process of law. The dispute raised by the Respondent before the IGRP is still Res Integra, an untouched matter, untouched by dictum or decision of any authority in due exercise of its adjudicatory powers, whether judicial or quasi judicial. Complainant has not proved her case.
Case Description
Applicant objected the order passed by the Conciliator and such a decision is not germane to the process of conciliation as, in its very nature, conciliation is nei- should be condemned unheard without giving him a fair chance to defend before a competent forum, having the power under the law of the land to dispense justice by a binding order, consistently with the due legal processes established by law. There is no finding at all that the Applicant is liable to pay the amount declared admissible by the Conciliator to the complainant. There is no provision even in the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) [3] circular referred that the decision of the Conciliator is conclusive as against the parties and could be enforced without complying with the due process of law, but provides for final resolution by adjudication in formal arbitration. The Respondent is a party to an arbitration agreement with the Applicant and if she has a dispute or a claim pertaining to any matter which is subject to the arbitration agreement. In terms of the SEBI Regulations, the Respondent is obliged to seek resolution of any disputes, differences or claims pertaining to any transactions carried out on the trading platform of the Stock Exchange through arbitration process. The Respondent has not established any case against the Applicant so far in any manner by following the procedure according to the law of land. The restraint imposed on the Applicant against the use of its funds is therefore, unjust, unlawful and ought to be vacated. Applicant submits that written statement submitted by the Respondent is vague, misleading and incomplete and all the trades were duly executed with the consent of the Respondent and SMS messages, phone calls, and ECN logs regarding trading transactions were sent to her well on time.
Applicant states that Respondent traded in Future and Options (F & O) segment and was well aware of all her trades. Therefore all allegations are after thought and not to be relied upon in the absence of any evidence to that effect. Applicant states that Respondent is not speaking truth and making different statements of claim. Applicant submits that Respondent was registered as a client through its sub broker and all communication and other correspondence related to orders placement were carried out between the Respondent and sub broker through their personal mobile phones and the sub broker did not maintain any records of order placement, hence there was no proof and evidence available with the sub broker of the Applicant. Applicant prays that the vacation of the blockage amount of INR 1.0 million and the amount is to be released to the Applicant and (ii) such other order in favour of the Applicant as the Hon'ble Tribunal may deem fit and proper. The sub broker did all these business activities without proper information. He had taken all the positions and squared off these positions on his own without her knowledge and instructions. Client protection is more important than anything else for the trading member. Applicant was not bothered about clients' losses but it was interested in daily revenue targets rather than investor's protection. 
Discussion and Analysis of Case

Conclusions
It is concluded that these trades were considered as unauthorised in spite of being confirmed to the Respondent on ex post facto i.e., post trade bases. These trades were unauthorised because these were not originated from the Respondent i.e., Respondent did not place these orders. It is concluded that the Appli- from the legal discipline but also experts from the securities market with strong domain knowledge of stock market operations [4] . The arbitrators have to consider and review not only the legal provisions and issues but also trading regulations, trading practices, and marketing techniques of the trading members to attract investors to the securities market. The arbitrators have to analyse the case matter in scientific and systematic way and pass the right, fair, equitable and speaking award on the principles of equity, fairness and natural justice. As a result of a larger number of complaints filed by the investors relating to unauthorised trades, Securities and Exchange Board of India [5] , the regulatory authority of the securities market, issued a circular on prevention unauthorised trading by the stock brokers by insisting on the evidence of placement of orders physical record, or telephone recording, or e-mail from authorised email ID, or record of SMs messages before executing trades for clients and when dispute arises, the burden of proof will be on the trading member to produce the records for the disputed trades.
Recommendations
In view of the foregoing submissions, and arguments of the parties, and on the bases of arbitrator's observations, findings and conclusions, the following award 
